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ABSTRACT
Structured Models for Representation Inference and Data Generation
by
Pingbo Pan
Many problems, e.g., image segmentation, image generation involve generating
complex structured outputs that consist of several correlated variables. Developing
structured models to effectively capture the correlation among these variables is es-
sential to solve these problems. This dissertation mainly focuses on two different
types of structured models: Principle Component Analysis (PCA) and deep gener-
ative models. We explore to utilize these two models to predict structured outputs
in machine learning problems.
In real-world applications, collected data may contain random noise and data
compression is necessary when one transfers high-dimensional and large-scale data.
This dissertation presents an online compressed robust PCA model to efficiently
recover the structured low-rank component of the high-dimensional data from the
compressed data and remove the random noise. Though severe information loss
occurs in the data compression process, our method can asymptotically recover
the low-rank component under mild conditions. The proposed method is memory
efficient since it processes data in an online fashion.
This dissertation presents a special generative model, i.e., an energy network for
structured output prediction. The energy network is an implicit model that mea-
sures the quality of outputs by assigning different energy values to different output
configurations. Previous energy-based methods suffer from substantial computa-
tion costs due to enormous amounts of gradient steps in the inference process. Our
method addresses this issue by learning an inference network to estimate good ini-
tializations and reduce the searching space for the inference process. We propose
a novel framework analogous to the adversarial learning framework to learn the in-
ference network and the energy network. In the proposed framework, the inference
network is treated as a generator and the energy network is treated as a discrim-
inator. These two networks can benefit each other mutually in the whole training
process. On the one hand, the inference can generate training samples for the energy
network. On the other hand, the energy network can evaluate the quality of the
generated output from the inference network and provides a guide for the training
of the inference network.
This dissertation also presents two works for image generation. The first work
is generating realistic images from text descriptions. We propose a novel Dynamic
Memory Generative Adversarial Network (DM-GAN) to address two main problems
in recent text-to-image methods: (1) The quality of generated high-resolution images
heavily depends on the quality of initial low-resolution images; (2) Different words
in the text description contributes differently when depicting image contents. Our
method introduces a dynamic memory module to refine the initial images and select
the important text information based on the initial image content. The second work
is generating normal-light images from extremely low-light images. We first generate
initial images by utilizing a multi-exposure fusion network to combine well-exposed
areas of images with different exposure time. Then, we utilize an edge enhancement
module to refine the initial image with the help of the edge information.
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